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Abstract 
Li 2FeSiO4 material, which was prepared by a solid state method, crystallized as monoclinic 
P21/n polymorph. X-ray diffraction analysis with Rietveld structural refinement indicates 
specific occupation of Li2 crystallographic site by Fe2+ cation in the amount of 6 atom 
percents as a result of an antisite defect formation. The exlusive occupation of Li2 position, 
out of two crystallographic positions Li1 and Li2, by Fe2+ was discussed in relation to the 
differences that exist in the crystal environment of these positions and further investigated by 
DFT calculations. It was confirmed that Fe-Li2 substitution is energetically favorable 
compared to both Fe-Li1 substitution and the pristine crystal. In addition, changes of lattice 
geometry upon antisite defect formation were analyzed, and the obtained result is discussed in 
light of various factors (electronic, geometrical and enthropic) that contribute to the overall 

















Compounds from the family of lithium transition-metal orthosilicates, with the general 
formula Li2TmSiO4, attract attention of researchers for possible cathode application in lithium 
ion batteries due to their potential to extract twoLi-ions per formula unit, which would lead to 
the increased cathode capacity and energy density [1]. Thanks to the natural abundance of 
iron and more stable cycling performance, Li2FeSiO4 takes a prominent position in this group 
of compounds. Li2FeSiO4 builds tetrahedral structures with all the cations located within 1/2 
of tetrahedral sites of a slightly distorted hexagonally-close-packed lattice of oxygen; a 
possible different orientation and interconnection of tetrahedra results with several polymorph 
structures reported, with Pmn21, P21/n and Pmnb symmetry [2]. Upon first cycles of charge-
discharge, Li2FeSiO4 is susceptible to a structural change which includes cation disordering 
and defect formation: namely, the formation of an antisite defect was observed, where Li+ and 
Fe2+ exchange their crystallographic positions (and even in large concentrations of around 
50% of the exchange) [3,4]. There are also reports on a new phase formation upon cycling, 
inverse Pmn21 phase [5]; in inverse Pmn21 structure, the site normally occupied by Fe
2+ is 
occupied exclusively by Li+, while remaining Li+ share its sites with Fe2+, and therefore 
inverse Pmn21 phase is inherently disordered. Density functional theory investigations support 
these findings. DFT showed that full reversal of Li/Fe site occupations is energetically 
favored on delithiation for all three electrochemically active Li2FeSiO4 polymorphs [6]. Lu et 
al. pointed that formation of Li-Fe antisites can induce a metastability competition between 
monoclinic and orthorhombic phases, with neither dominating across nearly the entire 
discharging profile from Li2FeSiO4 through to LiFeSiO4 [7]. 
Even as synthesized, uncycled, Li2FeSiO4 material is prone to antisite defect formation 
(although in smaller concentrations) [3,8], which can be desirable in order to reduce stress 
that material suffers during first cycles [9]. In our earlier work, the antisite defect in 
concentration of 5 atom% was detected in the monocli ic P21/n polymorph of Li2FeSiO4 
which was prepared by a solid state reaction as Li2FeSiO4/C composite [10]. X-ray diffraction 
and Mössbauer spectroscopy analysis of the obtained Li2FeSiO4/C powder revealed exclusive 
occupation of Li2 crystallographic position (out of two possible positions, Li1 and Li2) by Fe 
as a result of the antisite present. This conclusion, which was not spotted in the literature 
elsewhere, encouraged us to perform a more detailed study considering particularly the 
properties of the antisite defect. 
In this paper, Li2FeSiO4 powder with monoclinic P21/n structure was synthesized by means of 
a conventional solid state reaction with no organic precursor involved. Therefore, the obtained 
product contains no carbon which is (although beneficial for the electrochemical 
performance) superfluous for the structural examinatio  of the active material. The powder 
was characterized by X-ray diffraction with a special attention paid to the crystal structure 
refinement. The results of the X-ray diffraction analysis were compared with theoretical 
calculations carried out by DFT method in order to pr vide a systematic insight into the 


















Li 2FeSiO4 was synthesized via solid state reaction with the following chemicals. Iron(III) 
nitrate nonahydrate (Fe(NO3)3·9H2O, ACS, 98.0-101.0 %) and lithium carbonate (Li2CO3, 
ACS, 99.0 % min) were purchased from Alfa Aesar. Amorphous silicon dioxide (SiO2, 
>99.8%, CAB-O-SIL®) was provided from Cabot Co. Starting compounds of 
Fe(NO3)3·9H2O, Li2CO3 and SiO2 were mixed in equimolar amounts, dispersed in distilled 
water, ground after drying and then calcined for 2 h at the temperature 750 °C in a flowing, 
slightly reductive atmosphere (Ar + 5% H2,  flow rate ≈ 0.1 dm
3 min-1). 
The X-ray powder diffraction measurements were performed on a Philips PW 1050 X-ray 
powder diffractometer using Ni-filtered Cu Kα radiation and Bragg-Brentano focusing 
geometry. The diffraction intensity was recorded in the 2θ range of 10-120° with a step size of 
0.02° and a counting time of 15 s per step. The Rietveld refinement of the Li2FeSiO4 crystal 
structure was performed using the FullProf computer program in the WinPLOTR 
environment. 
2.2 Computational 
Density functional calculations are performed using the Vanderbilt ultra-soft pseudo-
potentials [11] and plane wave basis sets as implemented in Quantum Espresso (QE) [12]. 
The GGA-PBE approximation for exchange-correlation functional [13] with Hubbard 
correction (GGA+U) was used in simplified version of Cococcioni and de Gironcoli [14]. An 
effective U value of 4.5 eV for the Fe-d states is taken from the literature [15]. The plane 
wave kinetic energy cutoff was set to 30 Ry, and charge density cutoff was 480 Ry. 
Convergence criterion for self-consistency was set to 10-6 Ry, and force convergence 
threshold for ionic minimization in geometry optimization was set to 1.5x10-4 eV/Å. Marzari-
Vanderbilt [16] smearing was used to improve convergence. All calculations were spin 
polarized. The k-point grid was sampled through Monkhorst - Pack scheme [17]. Calculations 
for pristine crystal and 25% Li-Fe interchange were performed in a 32 atom supercell with k-
point grid 4x4x4, and calculations for 6.75% Li2-Fe interchange were performed in a 128-
atom supercell, with k-point grid 2x2x4. Both cells are represented in Figure S1. 
 
3. Results and discussion 
3.1 Rietveld analysis 
The synthesized powder of Li2FeSiO4 crystallized, and was refined (Figure 1), in the 
monoclinic P21/n space group (#14) with the structure where Li
+ ions occupy two, Fe2+ ions 
occupy one, Si4+ ions occupy one and O2- ions occupy four different general 4e 
crystallographic positions [x, y ,z] as presented in Tables 1 and 2. Besides monoclinic 















(orthorhombic space group Cmc21, #36). The obtained lattice and structural parameters for 
Li 2FeSiO4 represented in the standard setting P21/c are given in Table S1. 
 
Figure 1. The observed (green dots), calculated (black line) and difference (bottom black line) 
X-ray diffraction data of the Li2FeSiO4 powder taken at room temperature. Vertical markers 
below the diffraction patterns indicate positions of p ssible Bragg reflections for the 
monoclinic Li2FeSiO4 (blue) and orthorhombic Li2SiO3 (red). Tetrahedral structure of the 
monoclinic P21/n Li2FeSiO4 is shown as inset. 
 
Table 1. The main results of the Rietveld refinement. 
Lattice parameters a = 8.2331(12) Å  
b = 5.0170(5) Å  
c = 8.2295(11) Å  
β = 99.099(4) °  
Cell volume (Å3) 335.65(7) 
Fraction of Li2SiO3 (wt%)  2.3(2) 
Li2-site occupation by Fe 0.060(3)  

















Table 2. Refined atomic fractional coordinates, temp rature factors and site occupations in the 





Fractional coordinates B (Å2) Occ. 
x y z 
Li1 4e 0.645(7) 0.854(8) 0.746(6) 2.8(10) 1.0 
Li2 4e 0.594(4) 0.199(7) 0.078(4) 1.66(12) 0.940(3) 
Fe1 4e 0.289(1) 0.7995(9) 0.5428(9) 1.66(12) 0.940(3) 
Li3 4e = Fe1 = Fe1 = Fe1 1.66(12) 0.060(3) 
Fe2 4e = Li2 = Li2 = Li2 1.66(12) 0.060(3) 
Si 4e 0.039(1) 0.817(2) 0.799(2) 1.46(19) 1.0 
O1 4e 0.884(3) 0.737(5) 0.811(3) 2.09(18) 1.0 
O2 4e 0.401(3) 0.218(3) 0.898(3) 2.09(18) 1.0 
O3 4e 0.679(3) 0.761(3) 0.438(3) 2.09(18) 1.0 
O4 4e 0.964(3) 0.878(3) 0.212(3) 2.09(18) 1.0 
 
The obtained results are in good agreement with those obtained in our previous work [10], 
also implying that an antisite defect is formed. During refinement procedure, additional 
electron density at Li2 crystallographic site was indicated by obtaining negative value of B 
temperature factor (or by obtaining occupation parameter over 1, depending what is allowed 
to vary) for Li+ ion at this position, strongly suggesting partial replacement of Li+ by some 
larger ion. At first, an overall B factor was refined and the obtained value was set as starting 
value for each of the atoms. The B factors for the O atoms were constrained and refined 
together. If allowed to vary freely, the B factor tends to rise very high for the Fe atom, while 
at the same time for Li2, B factor tends to decrease to a negative value. For this reason, new 
atomic positions were created in the input file: Li3 and Fe2, representing Li at Fe1 position 
and Fe at the Li2 position, respectively, and their occupational parameters were included in 
the refinement (Table 2). In addition, B factors for Fe and Li2 were constrained and refined as 
one. A noticeable decrease of R values and the best refinement was achieved with the 
arrangement where 6 atom% of Fe2+ occupy Li2 crystallographic position only. Also, later 
during the refinement it was allowed for Fe2+ ions to occupy, besides Fe site, both Li1 and/or 
Li2 site. For comparison, the obtained Rwp factors of the refinement with: no antisite included, 
Fe-Li1 antisite, mixed Fe-Li1/Li2 antisite and Fe-Li2 antisite were 18.5, 18.4, 17.7 and 17.1, 
respectively. 
The result that Fe2+ occupies Li2 position exclusively out of two possible positions Li1 and 
Li2 must have come as a consequence of the specific geometries of Li1 and Li2 
crystallographic positions. The refined fractional atomic coordinates from Table S1 were used 
for the calculation of all relevant bond distances that enabled us to determine coordination 















the layers of SiO4 and FeO4 along [101] direction (Figure 1 inset). The main dfferences 
between Li1 and Li2 tetrahedral sites in relation t the neighboring tetrahedra are as follows. 
Each Li1O4 tetrahedron shares one common edge with one FeO4 tetrahedron and shares 
corners with two FeO4, two Li1O4, two Li2O4 and four SiO4 tetrahedra (Figure 2a). And each 
Li2O4 shares one common edge with one Li2O4 and shares corners with two Li1O4, four FeO4 
and four SiO4 tetrahedra (Figure 2b). Therefore, the only edge-sharing pairs of tetrahedra in 
P21/n polymorph structure are Li1O4/FeO4 and Li2O4/Li2O4. The arrival of Fe on Li1 site 
would result in, according to the Pauling’s rule #3 [18], unfavorable configuration where two 
adjacent FeO4 tetrahedra share a common edge. As a result of that, the energy of the system 
rises. On the other side, if substitution takes place on Li2 site more stable configuration would 
be accomplished where FeO4 only shares corners with the neighboring FeO4 tetrahedra. 
 
Figure 2. Crystal environment of Li1 (a) and Li2 tetrahedral site (b); the edge sharing pairs of 
tetrahedra are shown as insets. 
 
3.2 DFT calculations 
In order to confirm that antisite defect occurs exclusively as Fe-Li2 interchange, system was 
further investigated by DFT calculations. Spin polarized calculations for the pristine crystal 
have shown that antiferromagnetic state is slightly preferential over ferromagnetic (about 9 
meV per elementary cell). This is in good agreement with experimental observation for 
lithium iron silicates (antiferromagnetic to paramagnetic transition at T<20 K) [19] and 
previous DFT calculations for similar systems [7, 20]. According to this, all further 
calculations are performed in antiferromagnetic state. Determination of lattice parameters has 
been performed for pristine crystal, and the crystal with Fe-Li2 interchange defect at 
concentration 6.75%, which is very close to the defect concentration obtained from Rietveld 

















Table 3. Lattice parameters calculated by DFT, for pristine Li2FeSiO4 and 6.75% Fe-Li2 
interchange. 
 a /Å b/Å c / Å β / °   
pristine 8.369  5.109   8.394   99.43 
Li2-Fe 6.75% 8.377 5.122 8.401 98.75 
 
Presented results are comparable with those calculated from XRD data. An overestimation of 
lattice parameters of pristine crystal, of about 1-2% is expected within DFT-GGA 
approximation. An additional strain is obvious when a defect is introduced, resulting in a 
further increase of lattice parameters a, b and c. Su h result confirms that the formation of the 
defect is followed by a noticeable structural change, which affects at least the elementary cell 
containing the defect and its nearby environment. 
In addition, fractional atomic coordinates from DFT optimized lattice of the crystal with 
6.75% Fe-Li2 interchange are calculated and presentd i  Table 4. As the calculation 
supercell contains 4 elementary cells (E.C.) and one of them contains a defect, both E.C. 
















Table 4. DFT optimized fractional coordinates of the crystal with 6.75% Fe-Li2 interchange. 
Elementary cell (defect E.C. or counter E.C.) that coordinate data refer to is marked in the 
insert figure by orange rectangle. 




 x y z x y z 
Li1 0.662390    0.788881    0.670865 0.667098    0.787095    0.672256 
Li2 0.585824    0.196172 0.089889 0.583010    0.198992    0.083247 
Li3 0.297674     0.805627 0.547392 --- ---- --- 
Fe1 0.291940    0.803138 0.540722 0.296608     0.803860 0.546679 
Fe2 0.581330      0.205527 0.082765 --- --- --- 
Si 0.044801      0.806567 0.789186 0.042326  0.807298 0.791151 
O1 0.865767      0.692570 0.822010 0.866212  0.691448 0.821528 
O2 0.418028    0.195631    0.881844 0.418274    0.202377 0.885243 
O3 0.686760     0.787606 0.433133 0.685918     0.787726 0.434898 
O4 0.965373      0.872008 0.214875 0.963296 0.872733 0.212233 
 
Generally a good agreement between DFT and refined ractional coordinates is achieved. 
Most considerable differences (about 0.5-1 Å) betwen refined and DFT calculated atomic 
positions are observed for the Li1 and Li2 atoms. Due to the low X-ray atomic scattering 















diffraction is difficult. For the same reason, examination of Li atoms occupation at Fe sites by 
XRD was not possible. Although expected, the latter result emphasizes the complementarity 
of used techniques (XRD and DFT) in the investigation of this and similar systems. As can be 
seen from Table 4, differences between Li2 and Fe2 (as well as Li3 and Fe1) positions in 
defect E.C. are small – about 0.05Å   Moreover, local differences in fractional coordinates 
between defect E.C. and counter E.C. in the supercell are very small, staying within the range 
of about 0.01 Å. In brief, DFT calculations within our model point to the long range strain as 
the main effect of Fe-Li2 antisite defect formation, while local structure rearrangement (i.e. 
significant rearrangement of ions within the defect E.C. and in its nearby environment) was 
not obtained. 
The energetics of the formation of antisite defect by Fe-Li interchange was investigated at 
defect concentrations of 25 molar % and 6.75% (which is close to the concentration 6.0% 
which is determined by Rietveld refinement). Both Fe-Li2 and Fe-Li1 substitution were 
examined. When the interchange of ions in crystal lattice is performed, the calculated total 
energy change can generally be divided into 1) electronic contribution, that originates from 
the change of electronic and magnetic interactions and 2) geometrical contribution, 
originating from the subsequent geometry optimization: 
Erel = Esystem – Epristine = Eelectronic + Egeometrical   (1) 
where Erel is total energy change upon introduction of the def ct; Esystem – total energy of an 
elementary cell of a defect crystal; Epristine – total energy of an elementary cell of pristine 
crystal; Eelectronic – electronic contribution to the energy change upon defect formation; 
Egeometrical – contribution to the energy change upon geometry optimization after defect 
formation. 
Electronic contribution is calculated as the energy difference between the fully optimized 
pristine crystal, and the crystal where interchanged ions are fixed at the positions that are 
optimized for the pristine crystal: 
Eelectronic = Efixed – Epristine      (2) 
Efixed – total energy of the cell where interchanged ionsare fixed at the positions that are 
optimized for the pristine crystal. Any further energy decrease upon geometry optimization is 
ascribed to geometrical contribution: 
Egeometrical = Esystem – Efixed      (3) 
















Figure 3. DFT-GGA calculated electronic (royal blue dots) and relaxation (distance from 
royal blue to magenta dots) contributions to the total energy change upon formation of Li1-Fe 
and Li2-Fe antisite defect, in concentrations 25% and 6.75%. All energies are normalized to 
one elementary cell. Energy of the fully optimized elementary cell of pristine Li2FeSiO4 is 
taken as a reference, and total energy change upon defect formation (Erel) is given in the 
ordinate. 
As expected from Rietveld data, Li2-Fe is significantly more stable than Li1-Fe for both 
investigated defect concentrations.  In case of 25%Li-Fe interchange, the crystal stays 
destabilized compared to the pristine state even after relaxation, in both Li1-Fe and Li2-Fe 
cases, by at least 0.4 eV. Interestingly, Li2-Fe lattice is rather more stabilized by relaxation 
compared to Li1-Fe. On the other hand, for 6.75% Li2-Fe interchange a significant 
stabilization compared to pristine Li2FeSiO4 is obtained, being in a good agreement with 
experimental observation that Li2-Fe defect is formed in concentration about 6%. Moreover, 
it can be noticed that the formation of Li2-Fe defect is thermodynamically favorable by 0.34 
eV compared to pristine crystal, even without relaxation. The latter result points also to the 
remarkable role of electronic interactions as the driving force for Li2-Fe antisite defect 
formation. This is obviously not the case for Li1-Fe antisite, which exhibits no significant 
stabilization at all compared to the pristine crystal. 
Besides the internal energy stabilization upon Fe-Li2 antisite defect formation, which is 
confirmed by DFT calculations, it can be proposed that he entropy of the system will increase 
with the formation of antisite defect compared to pristine crystal, further increasing the 
probability that the defect will be formed spontaneously. In order to estimate the 
configuration entropy increase upon antisite defect formation in amount of 6.75%, a simple 
statistical approach is applied. Configuration entropy change was calculated by taking into 
account the contribution of the defect formation (mixing of Li and Fe atoms at Li2 and Fe 
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      (4) 
Where, kb is the Boltzmann’s constant and W is the number of possible arrangements; NLi2 is 
the number of Li2 positions (which equals the number of Fe positions); NLi2/Li is the number 
of Li2 positions occupied by lithium and NLi2/Fe is the number of Li2 positions occupied by 
iron. Calculated configuration entropy increase upon the formation of an antisite defect 
(6.75%) according to equation (4) is 11.95·10-5 eV/K per crystal elementary cell, and the same 
value is obtained for Li1-Fe interchange. Details of configuration entropy calculation are 
provided in the supplementary data. 
At the temperature 300 K, formation of the 6.75% antisite defect (both Li1-Fe and Li2-Fe) 
will result in an additional decrease of Gibbs free en rgy by 0.036 eV per elementary cell. 
Final estimation of Gibbs free energy change per elm ntary cell, upon defect formation at 








% =	−0.062	eV − 0.036	eV = 	−0.098	eV  (6) 
Where, ΔG.
  is the Gibbs free energy of the formation of Li1-Fe (Li2-Fe) antisite 
defect; ΔE!"




X-ray powder diffraction analysis of the prepared monoclinic P21/n polymorph of Li2FeSiO4 
indicates specific occupation of Li2 crystallographic site by Fe2+ cation in the amount of 6 
atom percents as a result of an antisite defect formation. DFT calculations confirmed that Fe-
Li2 substitution in the amount determined by Rietveld analysis is energetically favorable 
compared to both Fe-Li1 substitution and the pristine crystal by about 0.7 eV per elementary 
cell. Formation of the Li2-Fe antisite defect in con entration 6.75% is driven by both 
electronic and geometrical factors that determine the total energy of the system, and followed 
by a considerable lattice strain. On the other hand, it was shown that the formation of Fe-Li1 
antisite of the same concentration is much less stabilized energetically, what is ascribed to an 
unfavorable configuration with the edge-sharing pairs of FeO4/FeO4 tetrahedra. 
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• P21/n polymorph of Li2FeSiO4 was obtained by a solid state reaction at 750 °C. 
• XRD analysis suggests exclusive occupation of Li2 crystallographic site by Fe as a result of 
antisite defect. 
• Fe-Li2 interchange is energetically favorable over Fe-Li1 as confirmed by DFT calculations. 
